In honour of the City of London
choeur
William Walton (1902-1983)

Language: anglais
Date: 1937
Note: Orchestration : 1937
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Editions of this work

partitions

partitions (1)

→ Choral works with orchestra
Material description: 1 partition ( XXXII-288 p.) : fac-sim. ; 33 cm
Note: Note : Réunit : " In honour of the City of London" ; "Coronation Te Deum" ; "Gloria" ; "The Twelve". - Préface et apparat critique
Éditeur scientifique: Timothy Brown
Link: catalogue
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Link to the main catalogue
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb16095837m

Sources
Grove music (2009-07-29) (This site has been archived by the BnF since the 27/11/2008)